10 Ways GPS Helps You Run
Your Business Better
GPS has become an indispensable business tool that keeps your employees and your assets visible
in real time. It can give you invaluable insights into the ways you can cut costs and improve
productivity, and boost your bottom line.

Safety Monitoring

GPS Beats Smartphones
for Navigation

GPS tracking will catch harsh
breaking, quick acceleration, after
hour or weekend unauthorized
usage, side jobs.

Asset Tracking

Customer Satisfaction

Longer Equipment Life

With GPS-driven telematic systems,
you can track your entire fleet 24/7,
even when vehicles aren't in motion,
and when the engine is turned off.

GPS depends on satellites, not cell
towers, and has map information
preloaded so it's always available.

GPS systems can also tell you when
your equipment needs scheduled
maintenance.

GPS tracking systems integrated into
your other software platforms help
you meet deadlines, keeping your
customers happier.
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Accurate Cost Accounting
With GPS tracking systems, you can
take a detailed look at where, when,
and whether your fleet and equipment
are making you money. Computing the
the capital investment you need to
scale your business.

Keeping Customer Informed
Dispatcher can accurately inform
the customer the time the vehicle
will arrive.

Minimize Fuel Costs
Not only will GPS tracking tell you
when your fleet is being operated in
a fuel-inefficient way, GPS can help
you avoid unnecessary trips and
idling time.

Customer Relations
Lower Insurance Costs
Insurance companies recognize the
value of being able to prevent
driving and equipment operation
problems before they happen. You
will often be able to get substantial
reductions in your premiums.

With GPS tracking, you will be able to
show your customer which employees
were at their worksite and when.
Having documentation of the job
before you ever send them a bill.

